
Three more dolphins are
to be introduced gradually
into Monkey Mia's dolphin
feeding program over the
next f ive years. The aim is
to ensure the safety of the
animals, while continuing
to provide visitors for
generations to come with
the experience of hand-
feeding the world-famous
Monkey Mia dolphins.

Bottlenose dolphins
began coming to Monkey
Mia's shores for food in the
'1 960s when fisherfolk
began feeding the animals
after returning with their
catch. Since then,
increasing numbers of
visitors have come from far
and wide to see the
dolphins at what is now
one of Western Australia's
most popular and best
known tourist spots.

Seven dolphins regularly
visit the beach and three of
the adult females-Nikki,
Puck and Surprise-are
currently hand fed under
the supervision of district
staff. lt is also l ikely that up
to three more calves wil l be
born to the beach dolphin
group in the next few
months, taking the number
of beach doiphins up to 10.

The feeding regime is
carefully regulated so that
the dolphins do not become
overly reliant on people.
The animals are hand fed
with no more than two
kilograms of f ish per day-
about a third of their daily
requirement. These
limitations encourage them
to hunt for themselves and
to teach their calves to hunt.

Attempts will be made to
recruit nine-year-old Piccolo
first and, if the program is
successful, to recruit seven-
year-old Shock in the future,
and four-year-old Kiya in
2007. These dolphins have
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been chosen as they are
progeny of Nikki, Puck and
Surprise and they often visit
Monkey Mia with their
mothers, even though they
are not currently given fish.

It is expeded that
the dolphins wil l
take between two
and three weeks to
accept the feeding
program, and up to
12 months to be
integrated totally
into the regular
program,

Aboue: Monkeg Mio
Wrations Mmager
Dauid Charles is pictted
feeding Piccolo.

Photo Jonet Mann

Right: Monke! Mia
Raeme Ollicers supmtise
Ihe dolphin feeding to
ensure uisitors mjo| the
uperience and the
welfare of the dolphins is
protected.

Photo - Cind| Flahe !

The feeding program will
include a 12 month onshore
and offshore monitoring
regime of Piccolo's
behaviour. This wil l be
carried out according to

strict guidelines, designed
by international dolphin
researchers, and conducted
in consultation with local
district staff.
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is one of the most uidespread nknts | 
|in Australia. This small, upiight tree I

is most easily recognised by ils brigl;t'red
fruits, which ore edible ond also contain
a nutritious nut. It belongs to the same
genus as the famous sandaluood, which
uas one of Westem Australiab maior
exports in the late 1800s and earlg 1900s.
Members of this genus are root parasites,
Quandong grows in dmse stands in some
areas within the Woodman Point Regional Park
(see story on page 42).

Couer illustration by Philippa Nikulbtsky
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